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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION OF TIIE STUDY
Origin and nature of the problem
From the observations
district

of counselors

there seem to be these indications:

experiencing

personal

adjustment

and teachers

(a) That many failing students are

problems

due to a faulty self concept and

that they tend to behave in terms of how they perceive
ing to the role forced on them by others.

students

of the role they perceive

who have been retained

behavior

next year if retained.

All that retention
(e) In counseling

have a common problem,

students

(b) Non-promoted

and recognition.

often do no better the

seems to do is to reinforce
with students

it has been observed

as a form of moti vation to do better

their

who have failed and

that the peer group often acts

thus justifying

group counseling

as a

answer to failure

rather

If, as suspected,

failure is due in part to a faulty self concept,

then in order to attempt

than retention.

to prevent failure

tively with the failing student,
rather

for themselves.

and they tend to

(c) Failing students often employ some

that non-promoted

feelings of inadequacy.

possible

for themselves

to satisfy their need for acceptance

(d) It has been observed

or accord-

seem to have a lower self concept than those

who have been socially promoted.
compensatory

themselves,

So if they have been labeled as a

failing student this is the role they perceive
behave in terms

within our school

and to counsel more effec-

we should get to the source of the problem

than to merely treat the symptom.

If failure

also intensifies

feelings

2

of inferiority

then the development

of a low self concept could be partly the

result of failure.
Objectives
It will be the objecti ve of this study to examine

suggested

all of the problems

above, as summari ze d:
1.

Find out if students

who are experiencing

learning difficulties

have

a lower self concept than others.
2. Ascertain

by a study if non-promoted

students

have a lower self

concept than those who are socially promoted.
3.

Find out if there is a relationship

between achievement

and the

self concept.
4. Determ ine if group counseling

is an effective

method of raising

the

self concept.
Definition of terms
Landsman

(1962) in discussing

self concept is the central
to the perception
assumptions

aspect of personality

of the self.

or feelings

the term self concept,

feels that the

and that all behavior is related

In this study the word self concept is a group of

the individual

has about himself which he has acquired

through experiences.
The non-promoted

student in this study would refer to those students

who have failed to meet the academic
in order to promote
careers

level of achievement

that teachers

require

to the next year and so some time during their school

they have been retained

at least 1 year or more.

3

A sociall y promoted

student would refer to a student who has failed

to me et the academic

level required

and the administrator

of the particular

for social reasons

for promotion,

but because the teacher

school the student is in, feels that

the child should be promoted to the next grade.

At times

it is felt also that the child is doing all that he can do under the circumstances
and that retention

would create a real problem,

so the child is promoted to

the next grade.
The successful

students that are used in the norm group, would refer

to a student who has never received
retained

a social promotion

student would be one who has been retained

with similar

problems

or has

some time during his school years.

Group counseling in this study refers

retained

or has never been

at any grade level in his entire school career.
The unsuccessful

received

a social promotion

to a group of six students

(which in this case would be someone who has been

or socially promoted at some time during their school years),

meet as a group for eight periods of 45 minutes each.
week during their home room period.
encouraged

to express

who

This is held once a

During this time the students are

their feelings ab out themselves

and their school work.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE CURRENT LITERATURE
The first step in a review of the literature
represent2tive

research

would be to find out what

has to say about the effects of non-promotion

on the

child.

Effects

of non-promotion
In a recent review Boyle (1962) came to the following conclusions

regarding

promotion

and non-promotion:

(a) That non-promoted

tend to continue to make poor progress,
slow learners
and personal
indication

maladjustment

that children

these students
maturity

who were promoted,

is necessary

mote or non-promote.
tion policies

that they often do less well than

and there is potential

for non-promoted

children.

who repeat a grade if under-age,

are studied beforehand.

An over-all

before a conclusion
In conclusion

children

danger of social
(b) There is some
may profit when

assessment

of their

is reached as whether to pro-

Boyle seems to feel that non-promo-

in the schools should be general

in nature to allow for individual

cases,

Dangers of social promotion
Lehi Smith (1963) feels that there are some inherent errors
system where everyo ne gets promoted
He feels that the incentive

and advises

against such a polic y .

to work may be destroyed

students find they will be promoted

in a

they stop working,

with this policy.

If

and therefore

learn
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to get by without doing their best work.
is also ignored according

The principal

to Smith, in reviewing

of individual differences

an article

written by Lloyd

H. Elliot in Educat ion Forum in 1948:
A policy of regular promotion ignores the actual existence
of individual differences or at least certainly minimizes
them.
(Smith, 1963, p. 44)
Mr. Elliot,

according

classification

to Smith, feels that a policy of promoting

along mechanical

lines and mental development

to a minor role and that a policy of 100 per cent promotion
normal

leads to

is relegated

denies that any

child can ever benefit by spending an additional year at any level of

the educational

ladder.

In reviewing

an article

written by Roger T. Lennon and Blythe C.

Mitchell in School and Society in 1955, Smith (1963) states
These authors feel that the achievement
class as a whole are lowered and that the
in each grade is increased thus adding to
the instructional task. · (Smith, 1963, p.
In contrast

however,

writing in the Elementary

that:

standards of the
range of abilities
the complexity of
44)

Smith quotes William F. Hall and Ruth Demarest

School Journal

of 1958 as saying:

There is evidence to support the conclusion that regular
promotion of children does not result in a lowering academic achievement. · (Smith, 1963, p. 44)

Personality

affected by non - promotion

Probably

the most significant

contribution

of Boyle's

(1962) re-

view and the one made by Mr. Smith (1963), is that the personality
child is often effected by non-promotion,

and in some instances

of the

by social

promotion . It wilL be the purpos e of this review to stud y the effects of
non - promotion

and fa ilur e on the self concept of the students,

rather

than

study the argum ents for and against non - promotion.

Self conc ept central

aspect of per s ona lity

In recen t years search
standing of learning

among behavioral

ha s led to two important

studies,

(1962) , teach ing ma chin es and th e self concept.
is the central

aspe ct of personality

ception of the s e lf.

scientists

for an under-

according

He feels that the self concept

and that all behavior is related

felt about them at the time.

according

avoided,

and rarely

and how he

would have an effect on the self

to Landsman (1962), is internalized

as it is per ceived by the learner
Learning tasks related

a

Ev ery ex peri ence a child has in the school situation

whether it be a promo tio n or non - promotion

self.

to the per-

In the Gestalt school of psychology a person perceives

new situation or any situa tion , in terms of hi s past experiences

concept. . Learning,

to Landsman

as be ing related

to neg ative aspects

internalized.fndsman

to positive

aspects

more rapidly
of the

of self are pushed away or

also refers

to Coombs and

Snygg as saying,
that any task or event seen as threatening to the self will be
avoided, an d that the ba sic need of all people is the maintenance
and enhancement of th e perceived self.
(Landsman, 1962, p. 289)
This viewpoint is upheld in a study made by Helper (1955) , where
50 students in th e Freshman

class of a small high school responded,

obtained by the use of 42 pairs of polar opposite adjectives
Cat.ell's list of 10 major factors

in personality

ratings.

indices were

se lected from

The findings indicated
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that the ideal self depe ndency and the s e lf concept modeling are positively
correlated.

This sub s tant e ated Helper's

original

as drives towards certain types of behavior f
student by the teacher's

experiences

If on the other hand, unfortunate

as such.

occurs and he is labeled as a failure and if he views

himself as a failure then he will perform

Failure

a student is labeled a good

system of grading and he views himself as a good

student he usually performs
learning

idea that self symbols act

as such.

is a type of frustration
In a study done by Ford (1960) the primary

that of the relationship
success.

problem studied was

be tween r eaction to failure and expectancy of

In his re view of the literature

commonly considered

it was brought out that failure is

a type of frustration.

In many of its aspects,

might be more fruitfully

construed

blocking or non-reward,

and failure was so conceptualized

Mr. Ford's

study required

as punishment

rather

success

or failure or it could have a neutral

formboard

test depend ing upon the instructions.

measures,

force of pushing,

and reaction

condition to a failure condition was treated
failure.
immediate

The conditions of the experiment
reaction

or adjustment

according

to Ford.

The buzzer could mean
meaning in a simple

The change in each of two

time of pushing,
as a measure

from a neutral
of reaction

to

were such that the most likely

to failure was some kind of defensive

mechanism.

than response

119 fifth grade boys to push a plunger

when signaled to do so by the sounding of a buzzer.
either

frustration

escape behavior

8

Retention

should not be us td as a form of punishment
In a study by L. A . Stringer

rescue

as quickly as possible,

failing children

the findings indi cate d or suggested
problems

than to specific,

and to develop a policy of retention,

that more learning

organically

determined

also that a child should never see retention
few children benefit from repeating

was to find and

(1960) where the problem

are due to emotional

failures

learning

disabilities.

as a form of punishment

the same experience

the retentions

ful, but that a similar
Another interesting
key people."

seemed to have been more helpful than harm-

group who had been socially promoted

observation

Findings indi-

made by Stringer

made greater

was the "Parents

gains.

seem to be the

If they are willing and able to work with the school to help the child,

social promotions

can produce

work with the school,

retention

providing the individual's

Also indicating
anisms to protect

excellent

results.

Where parents

can help a significant

rate of progress

Failure causes the development
mechanisms to defend the self

proportion

are not willing to
of failing children

and growth is considered.

of adjustment

that failure

causes the child to develop adjustment

mech-

the self structur e is brought out by Roth's study (1959) of; The

role of self concept in achievement.
tation in the theory of self integration
statement

before and the child's

was checked each year by the Iowa Basic Skills Test.

cated that academically

and that very

again.

This study included 50 children who had been retained
acheivement

He added

of Lecky:

The theory tested in this study has its orienby Carl Rogers

and characterized

by the

9

Any v alue entering this system (of organization of
self v aluation) which is inconsistant with the individual's
valuation of himself cannot be assimilated:
it meets with
resistance and is likely, unless the general reorganization
occurs , to be rejected.
(Roth, 1959, p. 265)
In this study by Roth three reading improvement
versity

of Texas were used.

read initially

The only requirements

of at least 75 per cent.

were that the students

These classes

fourteen

s essions,

shown.

These were followed by reading selections

during which increasingly

Both film and manual were arranged
quired to read faster each time.

sort.

at the Uni-

at the minimum rate of 250 words per minute and have a

comprehension

Pre-tests

classes

speeded reading films were

in series

from a reading manual.

so that the student was re-

Students kept a record

were given including two reading tests,

The Q sort consisted

met for a total of

of 80 self reference

of their results .

a self sort and an ideal
statements

which were

sorted into the perce ived self and the ideal self.

The same tests were given

at the completion

analyzed between the

of the 14 weeks and the results

following three groups:
The results

indicated

more concerned

and (c) the improver.

the following :

The improvers
the ideal sortings.

(a) attrition , (b) non-improver,

had the smallest

The attrition

descrepancies

and non-improver

with the self as a self.

In terms

between the self and

groups appeared
of defensiveness

attrition group was most defensive followed by non-improver
There was significant

differences

groups in five general areas:

defensiveness,

the

and improver.

among the self perceptions

(a) general

to be

of the three

(b) amount of

10

defensiv eness in th

self c one pt ion, (c) amount of defensi veness

as a r ader

conception,

conception,

(e} and amount of defensiveness

authority

(d) amount of defensiveness

in the self as a student

in the self in relation

to

dim ensions . In all of the abo v order the rank from most defensive

least defensi ve was; attrition
in summarizing

group,

non-improver,

and improver.

the study also concluded that there was a significant

in the self perception
out.

in the self

of those who improved,

did not improve,

to

Mr Roth
difference

and dropped

Other findings such as ch anges in self concept and grade point average

indicated

further

support for the theory that those who achieve,

as well as

those who do not, do so as a r sult of the needs of their own self system.

Mechanisms

of adjustment

Ernest

Hilgaard

imp ly a s l.f reference
(1949) feels that all of the mechanisms

imply a self refe _ enc , and that the mechanisms
we adopt a concept of the self.
as protecting
adjustment

anxiety.

are not understandable

mec hanisms

wh..,n the ego is threatened

be'com . reinforced

unless

have thought of the mechanisms

the ego and that all people to some degree,
mechanism

or behavior

Psy choanalysts

of adjustment

employ some type of

in any way.

and learned

These adjustment

as way of reducing

Hilgaard in dis cussing guilt fe lings s ays that
to feel guilty is to conC'eive of the self as an agent capable
If we are to understand a person's
of good or bad choices.
defens es against guilt feelings, we must know something
about his image of himself.
(Hilgaard, 1949, p. 374)

Hilgaard also states that m ec han is ms can bolst er self esteem
deception and that anything belittling

through self

to the self is to be avoided.
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Arthur Gates (1963) in an article
of adjustment

aft:er experiencing

noted the following unfortunate

types

failure:

a.

Ne rv ous tensions and habits such as stuttering , nailbiting, restlessness,
insomnia, and pathological illness.

b.

Pu tting up a bold front as a defensi ve reaction,
defi ant condu ct, sull eness . .

c.

Retreat rea tions such as withdrawal
joining outsi de gangs , and truancy.

d.

Counte r att ack, such as making mischief in school, playing
practical jokes, thefts, des truction, cruelty, bullying.

e.

Withdraw al reactions

f.

Extreme se lf conscio usness, becoming easily injured, blushing , deve loping peculiar fads and frills and accentrici ties,
inferiority feelings.

g.

Give-up or sub mi ssive adjustment,
as shown by inattentiveness, indiff erence, and appar ent laziness . (Gates , 1963 ,

loud talk,

from ordinary

inc luding mind wandering

associations,

da ydreaming.

p. 205)

Relationship

betwee n adjustment

and the self concept )<

Rec ent studies by Hanlon, Hofsta e tt er and O'Connor (1954) have
demonstrated

an incre a se in the cor re lat ion between the client's

and his ideal se lf conce pt a s m asure d by Rog er's
writers

which these

call the se lf ideal congruence.
This study ca me for the observation

therapy promotes
correlation
gruence

"q" sort,

self concept

that if successful

better adjustm ent, a positive

should exist betwe en measures

and s ignificantly

of adjustment

of the self concept and the ideal self.

psychohigh

and the con-

Seventy eight high school

12

juniors

whith an average age of 16. 3 were used , wit h an av ra ge I. Q. of

104. 3 and a rang

of 77 to 140.

The Q sort technique was used with the

first test of 100 s lf r eferen t state m .nts answ ere d according to the self
conce pt as t hey were now, and he s eco nd acc ording to the ideal self
conc ept as they would lik

to be.

An ove r - all test of adjustment

giv en (the Calfi r onia te t of pe rsonali ty) t o rate thei r personality
The fin ding s indi c ate d the following:

was
adjustment.

(a) the corre lation between

the self C'oncept and the ide al self c onc ept tends to be positi ve with a
me an va lue in an unse lecte d popul ation betwee n . 33 and . 46.

The over-all

tenden cy was toward a congru nee of the two concept s of se lf , (b) that
cong r uence b twee n self and id al self is a normall y di str ibuted trait,
(c) us e of meas ures of s elf - idea l congruence in ev aluating the extent of
personalit y malad just ment appe ars j ustified , (d) intelligence

and age

sho w no signifi ca nt re lat ions hip with self - ideal congru enc e and with
measu res of adju st ment, and (e) malad j ustment need not require
students

that

self concept be negati ve ly re lated to his idea l self.

Self concept and aca de m i. und rachieve ment
In a stu dy of th e self cone pt as it re lat es to academi c under achi eve me nt don , by Fink (1962) the idea is aga in presented
self c once pt is re lat ed to low aca de mic achievement.
sisted of 88 freshmen

fro m a rura l California

boys and 24 pairs of girls.

that an inadequate

The study group con-

high school wit h 20 pairs of

The measu ri ng instruments

used were the California

Psychologi cal Invent or y, two Gough adj ective check lists (one completed by

13

the pupils and one compl ete d by the teacher} , the Bender Visual Moto r
Gestalt Test , Dr aw a Per so n Test , personal

data sheet and a brief ess ay

on "What I will be in 20 Yea rs . " Thes e data were presented
two school ps yc holog ists an d one clini al psych ologist.

to three judges,

The judges were

asked t o mak e a clini cal j udg e me nt a s to the adequacy or inadequacy of the
self concept of eac h studen t.

The r ,sults clear ly indicated

for th e boys, that

a relationsh ip does in fa ct xist bEtween ad equacy of self concept and le ve l
of academic

achie ve m ent .

Arthur

Chickering

The results

were not as positive

however for girls.

(1958) hyp oth e si zed in a study on the self concept

and achievemen t, that as the descee pancy betwe en actual se lf perceptions

and

ideal self perce ption increas ed, acade mic achei vement and effort in school
would decr ease and withdrawal

fro m the school situation

that underachi ever s and ove rachievers
ideal self con cepts.

Two groups of ninth graders

of 59 and 48 in each group,

First

they answered

as "you really are now" and the second sort they answered
A measure

academic

achie ve ment and the di screpancy

concept.

Results

primarily

as "they would most

bet ween the two was the discrepancy

The findings indi cate d ihat there is an inverse

and the descrepancy

the items

of the discr epancy was taken between the per ceive d

self and the ideal s elf , and a cor relation
score.

and

differed in actual self concepts and in

were given a Q sor t at two diff erent sittings.

like to be."

would increase;

relationship

between

between the actual and ideal self

s ugg este d that th e relationship

between academic

betw een the ac tual and ideal self concepts,

to differen ces in the actual self concept.

achievement

pertain

14

Self concept as a non -i ntellectual
Borislow

factor in scholastic

was defined by Borislow

This established

self ideal,

self descrepancy

Borislow.

The larger

personality

maladjustment.

maladjustment,
achievers

evaluation

University

such as established

the discrepancy

the greater

to Borislow,
program

than would potential

achievers.

After a semester

ability.

A modification

the student self,

grades.

self evaluation,

This was

class at the
The

the same scale four times under a different
the following:

where academic

achievement

(a) the general

set of

self,

(b)

No significant

and the non-achievers
was a prime goal.

were prone to rate themselves

and

test was used where

(c) the ideal self, and (d) the ideal student.

the high achievers

the self

to grade point average

of Fiedler' s 24 stem adjective

was found between the achievers

under-

in college with a lower general

in the College of Arts and Sciences.

for each to measure

to

that failure is a form of

we would expect potential

were divid ed into two groups according

instructions

or the

will be the degree of

for Boris low' s study done with the freshman

each student completed

by Rogers and

self-evaluation,

If we accept this view,

then according

of Pennsylvania

or

in the area of self concept theory according

students

difference

The self evaluation

should go up or down with the corresponding

the problem

of self evaluation

between a self-perception,

the notion of general

to start thie r academic

self evaluation

achievement.

as the discrepancy

and a concept of the ideal,

Dymond.

achievement

(1962) set out to inv es tigate the importance

as a non-intellectual

appraisal,

factor in scholastic

in general
However,

highly as students.

This
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study did not support the general

self evaluation

based on global concept of personality,
intellectual

factors

theory of Borislow' s

as a factor in investigating

in acad e mi c achievement.

Wher e scholastic

nonachieve-

ment however is a prim e goal, where the student had a good concept of
himself

as a student, his general

from pre-test

to post semester

Self concept as an identifying

self evaluation

became more favorable

assessments.

factor in school drop outs

In a study made by Marvin Fifield (1963) to see if there was a relationship between drop outs and the self concept in the schools,
relationships

were found between self-id ea l and self-appraised

the drop out associated

variables.

ception as a group of assumptions
has acquired

significant

through experiences.

In this study Fifield

scores

in all

defines the self con-

an individual has about himself which he
He feels that in order to predict

behavior

(in this case school drop outs) we need to know how the child feels about his
past experiences

and the self .

We need to know and und ers tand the assumptions which
underline his behavior, and if these assumptions are
changed, and individual's behavior will be changed or
altered.
(Fifield, 1963 . )
With this philosophy
objectives:

(a) If students

their self assumption,

in mind he started

his study with the following

deci sions to drop out of school were based on

can these assumptions
(b) If these assumptions

potential

drop outs?

changed,

might we not alter the person's

be measured

and thus identify

can be identified

behavior

and then

in this respect.

The
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data were collected
school district.

From this sample three sub-groups

concept measuring
general

on 2, 387 eighth grade students in a large eastern

instrument

theory of Osgood's

consisted

of 60 adjectives

seven point rating scale.
instructions.

bi-polar

adjectives

paired with semantic

associated

between the appraised

variables.

cept scores

self concept measures
not sustantiated.

of the test,

four measures

the self appraised,

of self-

the self ideal,

index, which was the correlation

and the ideal self.

The hypothesis

The findings showed that
and drop out

that drop outs have a lower self con-

and that positive

relationships

and wheth er or not students

However,

sets of

self) , and on

do exi s t between self concept measures

than stay-ins,

by a

to indicate how they would like to be (the

From these two presentations

relationships

The test

to rate themselves

time (the appraised

the absolute diff eren ce , and the congruent

positive

space.

opposite separated

On form A students were instructed

concept were deri ved for e ach student;

coefficient

in semantic

The test was printed with two separate

Form 1 they were instructed

A self

was dev eloped by Dr. Fifield based on the

as they felt they were at the present

ideal self).

were taken.

Washington

exis.t between

drop out of school was

Fifield felt that there was a marked tendency

for their substantiation.

Influ ence of self concept of expected and actual performance
In a recent study made by Kaufman (1963) one of his objectives
was that expec~ ,d and actual performance
failure,

can be interpreted

on tasks,

in terms of processes

as well as responses
associated

with the self

to
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concept of the per Ron . Nin ety six male college students
that they had a high leve l of the abil ity in question
and then subje cted to failu r e.

were lead to believe

and first allowed to succeed

As an added incentive

besides

learning

some-

thing about themsel ve s, th ey were allowed to wager money on the possible
outcomes

of their scores . One of his fin dings indicated

relevance

was found to be positive ly relate d to estimated

success
negatively

(amount of mone y wagered) and performance
related

that a degree of
probability

speed,

to se lf rating of the ability after failure.

of

and was
In his conclusions

Kaufman (1963) st ate d that:
If a person values an attribute highly but conceives of
himself as possessing ve ry little of it, a state of imbalance is assumed to exist untill he en hances the degree
to which he sees himself as possessing the attribute or
lowers the value he attributes to it.
(Kaufman, 1963, p 1-1 5)

y

Ratings of self influenced by appro val or disapproval

To see if the concept of self develops as a result of and in response to the reaction

of significant

others,

study of 31 male high scho ol P.E. students
16 years.

Maeher (1962) carried

on a

ranging in ages from 14 to

They took a "physi cal development"

test consisting

of 30

items which ea ch student ratEd hims elf on with a nine point sca le ranging
from extrem
a pre-test
experts"

ly ad .quate to xtremely

inadeq uate.

All the students

and after that ea ch one was rate d individually

took

by six "so called

randomly without any concern for actual perfor mance with merely

approval or disapproval
were standardized

rating.

The approval

and were read or repeated

and di sappr oval statements
from memor y by the "experts.

"
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Half of the group receiv

d approva l and half disapproval

on this simple

Th nex t phase of the study was a post test after the sub-

physical test.

jects had performed

and been approved or disapproved

by the "experts."

The same self rating te , t th a t was used to begin with was used with the
same instructions.
increased

The results

in their rating

experimental

show d that the approval group significantly

of self on the criticized

treatm ent . The disapproval

items following the

group showed a corresponding

decrease.

Effects of praise

on the self <:oncept

A

Fo r six wee ks three gr oups of 25 fourth grade students who were
designated

as low in adju st ment took part in a study by Dollins (1960) to see

what happened when t achers praise
withhold pr aise . The teachers

students and what happens when teachers

of one group gave no praise,

of the other two groups were instructed
schedule.

to give praise

Ea ch day for thr ee minutes students

arithmeti c problems.

the teachers

on a pre-arranged

were given a series

Group A students were given praise

of

on two of every

three school days, pupils in group B on one of every three school days,
and group C were given no praise . The results
relation

showed in arithmetic

between work output and frequency of praise.

a

It fell short of

the accepted five per cent leve l of signifi cance, but the authors of the
study felt there was a s ignifi can t trend betwee n the amount of praise
received

and the work output.

feelings,

all of them feeling that the general behavior

thos e who were praised

The teachers

were mor . definite in their

had shown great improvement.

and work habits of
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The above study seems to agree with the writings
which he discusses
principle
them.

two new and important

principles

he brings out is that people behave according
And the second principle

of Coombs (1958) in

of education.

The first

to how things seem to

is that the most important

ici.eas individuals

have are those ideas they get about themselves.

Academic

success
Eyer's

and goal setting

study (1962) indicated

with high realistic

that academic

goal setting and past academic

with high unrealistic

goal setting behavior.

84 eleventh grade American

History

success

is associated

failure is associated

His study was composed of

students

in a high school.

The students

were grouped on the basis of past success

or failure

to set a goal for certain periods

At the end of the first six

week grading period,

grades

of time.

were given and each student was asked to set

a goal for the second grading period.
difference

and were then asked

The discrepancy

score was the

between the goal set, or the level of aspiration,

past performance
grading periods

of the student.
of the year.

score was determined

Level of aspiration

and the

This was done for the five remaining

At the end of the year a mean discrepancy

for each student.

falls with failure

The major purpose

of a study by Sheldon J. Lackman (1961) was to

outline a technique for effectively
nomena in the ordinary

demonstrating

college classroom.

containing 22 lines of 40 digits each.

level of aspiration

phe-

A simple system was devised

Every digit appears

in a randomized
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fashion four times in each line, and each line in sequential
from any other.
ten different

Above the numbers

consonant letters,

are then referred
requested

line is the code line, consisting

each above a different

to a sample series

of numbers

increased;

the pr obability of success,
first trial 30 seconds,

and are
In order

time limits are systematically

In order

of failure time limits for each sessions
indicated

of

Students

code letter.

second trial 35 seconds,

40 seconds and so forth for 10 trials.

The results

digit.

on the sheet,

to subst itute above each the appropriate

to maximize

arrangement

the third

to maximize

was systematically

that lev el of aspiration

the probability
decreased .

tends to rise with success,

to fall with failur e , to remain close to the level of actual performance,
and to remain above the level of actual performance

Embarrassing

experiences

rather

than below it.

and the self concept

In a study by Horowitz (1962) she set out to estimate
experiences

are less likely to be reported

self concepts.

She used two questionnaires,

by students dissatisfied

findings indicated
earliest
reported
a greater

the elementary,
that:

remembered

the high school,

question-

One hundred students

and college were used.

(a) the older the student the later the reported

embarrassing

fewer embarrassing
proportion

with their

one an embarrassment

naire and one a self concept and ego ideal questionnaire.
from each level,

whether embarrassing

experiences

of embarrassment

school and college samples

experiences,

age of

(b) high school and college

than the elementary
memories

Her

was reported

students,

(c)

by the high

for the age period of 11-15 years than from 2-11
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years,

and (d) on the high school and college levels,

between self concept and ego ideal,

the fewer the reported

memories.

Self concept remains stable while ideal self
changes with success

the greater

or failure

One hundred and one Freshman

preceeding

their college entrance

the following:

from University

more realistic.

following the receipt

of mid - term grades,

(c) With the ideal self,

about some type of shift, evidenced
they selected
suggesting

stable.

hypothesis

Successful

students

are

in August of quality point averages

were again higher than the actual
and failures,

the reality

but more so with regard

of success

or failure

by the lack of relationship

was substantiated,

re latively stable while the ideal self changes in terms
failure.

showed

More so for those who

in August and the items that were selected

that Free.r's

The results

received at mid-term ,, their further predictions,

This was true of both successes

to failure.

level of aspiration

and again at mid-te.rm.

(b) Subjects predictions

of Detroit in the College
(1961) . This group was

than for those who met with failure.

were higher than the actual grades

grades.

measuring

(a) the self conc ept is relatively

met with success

embarrassment

X

of Arts and Scienc e s were involved in a study by Freer
tested by "SIQ Q sort " and a questionnaire

the discrepancy

brought

between the items

by them at the mid-term,
that the self concept remains

of scho lastic success

and
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Change in perceived

self is gradual

In another study by Chodorkoff (1954) on adjustment
crepancy

be twe en the preceived

must be taken in interpreting
self as reflecting

and the ideal self, it was found that caution

correspondence

ad equa cy of adjustment.

with the hypothesis

and the dis-

that the greater

between perceived

and ideal

Dr. Chodorkoff started

the correspondence

his study

between the

percei ve d self and the ideal self, the more adequate the individual's
personal

adjustment.

It had been found according

at the outset of therapy the perceived
the ideal self.

self bears little resemblance

The change in the perceived

a group of 30 mal e undergraduate

to Chodorkoff that

psychology

self is gradual.
students

to

In this study

at Universit y of

Wis cons in who had never been involved in therapy were given the Rorshach
and th e Themat ic Apperception
personal

adjustment.

tests and were then rated for aqequacy of

A few da ys later each student was given a Q sort

of 125 self des cri pti ve statements
they dis cr ibed himself.

wi th instructions

to sort them so that

A day or two later the subject sorted the same

items again, but this ti.me describi ng the person he would like to b ..
The results

showed that a significant

betwe en adjustment
suggestions
relatively

and the individual's

for study indicated

cur v ilinear
perceived

relationship

existed

and ideal self.

that of the individuals

Further

who are rated as

adequate in adjustm ent, there may be two types; one type per-

ceives hims e lf in a satisfying
other is apparently

dissatisfied

way and feels no need for a change,
with himself;

he presents

and the

a self ideal
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which is discrepant

with his perceived

change in a direction
Chodorkoff extreme
between perceived

Measuring

to him.

which will be more satisfying

caution must be taken in interpreting
and ideal self as reflecting

According

to

correspondence

adequacy of adjustment.

the self concept
Many different

utilized.

techniques

In Dr. Fifield's

the various
reported

self because he is motivated to

techniques

have been grouped into four major headings as
(1961) (a) the Q technique,

(c) Free response

the cases according

to Fifield,

the measuring

A major part of Dr. Fifield's

the measuring

instruments

(b) Likert type

methods and (d) Check Lists.

in only a few studies and little was reported
validity.

the self concept have been

study (The Self Concept and School Drop Out)(1963)

by Strong and Feder:

rating scales,

for measuring

instruments

In most of

had been used

in the way of reliability

or

study was involved in a study of

in use and fin.ally developing an instrument

that would avoid some of the criticisms

of other instruments

and to

better fit the sample which was to be used in his study.
The general
Osgood's Bi-polar

theory upon which this instrument

Adjectives

concepts for the instrument
Five adjectives

Thorndike's

The uni versa l

are defined as Murray's

were selected

reading vocabulary

in Semantic Space.

descriptive

was based was

Manifest Needs.

of each of these needs.

was set at fifth grade level and was determined

World Book.

These were presented

Two preliminary

to sample groups.

instruments
Reliability

The
using

were constructed.

measures

were
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determined

on each of th ese tests.

validity were also determined.
paired with a semantic

opposite separated

to rate themselves

they were instructed
ideal.

On Form ,l

of self concept were derived:

based instruments

can measure

dimensions

self concepts

based objective instrument

of such an instrument

students,

to measure

(1962) entitled,

of academic

The theory that the study was based upon was that

students
others,

learn what they perceive
parti cularly teachers,

of a student's

self concep t.

in turn affe ct th e student's

have important
Influences

to Payne and Farquher

perceptual

mechanism,

and that significant
on the development

in the academic

(1962) influences

setting.

are assimilated

by a

the result Lof which is -"the looking glass self"

which may be viewed as a subset of intervening
scholarship.

influences

measure

are in the form of expectancies,

ability to perform

According

of an objective

they are able to learn,

variables

the

of a study

by Payne and Farquher
concept."

the

and to determine

was the objective

"Dimensions

The Self

and the Congruent Index.

academic

self concept of high and low motivated

psychological

The

On Eorm "4, students

as they felt they were at present

the Absolute Difference,

To develop a theoretically
academic

of 60 adjectives

to indicate how they would like to be which was the self

the Self Ideal,

Theoretically

of concurrent

by seven point rating scale.

sets of instructions.

From these two, four measures

Appraised,

and measure

The final test consisted

test was printed with two separate
were instructed

An item analysis

which influence

which
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A word rat ing list of 119 concepts were developed for their study.
Items consisted
logical,

of one, two, or three word concepts and phrases,

purposeful,

below average , easily distracted,

ie;

and competitive.

Each student was asked to rate each of these concepts or words on a four
poirit scale,
teachers

(never,

sometimes,

usually,

and always) as they thought their

would rate the words in describing

group consisted

him as a student.

of 4200 eleventh grade students

eight cities in Michigan.

Underachievers

The sample

from nine high schools in

and overachievers

on the extreme

ends were eliminated .
The conclusions

of this study indicated

identify a X set of reliable
discriminate

theory-derived

between underachieving

high school students,

items which significantly

and overachieving

academic

eleventh grade

self concept.

check lists
Shaw and Bell (1960) used an adjective

bright underachieving

high school stud ents.

attempt to obtain at least a limited picture
ceives himself
Juniors

to

and (b) both common and unique items are found

between the sexes when measuring

Adjective

that (a) it is possible

as compared

and seniors

This study represents

an

of how the underachiever

with the achievers

perception

per-

of himself.

in high school with an I. Q. of above 113, students

with a grade point average
grade were classes

check list in their study of

of 2. 00 or above since entering

as achievers.

The underachievers

1. 75 or below in grade point average.

the ninth

were those with

The findings indicated

that (a)
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in self concept do exist between achievers

differences

and underachievers,

(b) Male underachievers

seem to have more negative feelings about themselves

than do male achievers,

(c) the present

in self-concept

A critique

data do not indicate whether differences

are the causes of, or the result,

of the literature

of underachievement.

on the measurement

of the self concept

Donald J. Strong and D. D. Feder (1961) have done a critique
literature

on the measurement

evaluative

statement

sidered

of the self concept.

They feel that every

that a person makes concerning

a sample of his self concept,

made about the various properties

of the

himself can be con-

from which references

may then be

of that self concept . According to them

an individual has many self concepts,

and that researchers

have turned their attention to those problems

recently

that relate directly

to self

concept and have begun to study the concept of self as a generalized
personality

construct.

Many new instruments

evaluate the self concept.

This report reviews

At least 15 different
years to measure

have been designed to

instruments

the various

tests.

have been designed the last few

some form of an individual's

concept of himself.

They

group most of these tests under four headings:
(a) Q technique.

This is the correlation

tests and is actually the correlation
tests to two or more persons
administered

individually

and time consuming.

of the results

on one occassion.

of persons

instead of

obtained by giving many
The instrument

is usually

and not in a group situation ,. It then is lengthy
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(b) Likert
to measure

Type Rating Methods.

self concept according

ings based on a five point scale.

method results

in an objective

tends to obliterate

of the devices constructed

to Strong and Feder (1961) utilize ratStatements

on a scale usually ranging from "never"
"most of the time" applicable

The majority

or personality

to "seldom"

traits

are rated

to "very often" or

to the individual who is rating himself.
total score,

the uniqueness

which the process

of individual items.

of summation

The assumption

is made that all the items included hold equal importance
of a final score . Another problem

This

in the calculation

is that the subject may unwittingly yield

to the tendency of rating himself consistently

in the direction

of the middle

or the extremes.
(c) Free Response

Methods.

Mr. Strong and Mr. Feder (1961) feel

that this type of test has many weaknesses
ended sentences.
an opportunity

, They give a projective
for the full expression

judgement

of the scorer

some of the responses

evaluated.
provides

or statements

and scoring rests

himself.

and offer .

These are

upon the

It is also difficult

to classify

The individual merely checks the appropriate
that describe

This method then according
no structure

needs.

are open-

and the validity is difficult to ascertain.

(d) Check Lists.
adjectives

The questions

quality to the responses

of psychological

difficult to quantify and score objectively
subjective

including:

for qualitatively

Each item is all or nothing.

himself or other persons

being

to Strong and Feder (1961)
rating the separate

items involved.
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Some of the instruments
particularly

lea ve much to be desired

in the realm of validity,

Strong and Feder

in many respects,

but what is most promising

to

(1962) is:

The tendenc y to approach personality adjustment in terms
of a totality of response, and the other characteristic
which makes the measurements
of self concept highly promising as diagnostic dev ices, is the apparently reliable
objectification of what has been considered heretofore to
be essentially projective techniques subject only to interview appraisal.
(Strong and Feder, 1962, p. 170)

Group couns eling and the self con cept
In an arti cle written by Gilb ert Wrenn (1958) the individual
perceived

as hav ing many self concepts not just one.

for every situation
selves i.e.

in which he finds himself.

is

He has a self concept

There is a heirarchy

of

th e per ceive d s elf (the self that he thinks others believe him to

be), the ide al self (the self that he would like to be) and the inferred
(the self that others infer the subject to be from their observations
Dr. Wrenn also summarized

five significant

statements

self
of him).

on self

theory from 1949 - 1953.
1.

The first was by Ernest Hilgaard as summarized by Hilgaard.
Since the fun ction of learned personality mechanisms may be
best understood as the protection o'f self concept, then
the functioning of counseling is to unlearn the mechanisms by:
(a) assisti ng the client to become aware of the m~cha:rlism~ as
symptoms and thus making them no longer useful as defenses, or
(b) by helping the client to become aware of those previously
unaccepted aspects of the self that made the mechanisms necessary,
and through this more complete self acceptance, to make the
mechanisms unnecessary.

2.

The second statement as quoted by Wrenn was from Camilla
Anderson: that the life of every individual is a living out of
his self image.
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3.

The Gestalt approach conceives of the self as a dynamic unity
resting upon the diversity and opposition of the members that
make it up.

4.

Bingham Dae as reported by Wrenn, feels that the self concept
that is developed in the individual's primary social group is at
the base of a hierarchy of self concepts.

5.

According to Louis McQuitty a well integrated personality is
one which the various perceptions of one's self are seen as
characteristic
of similar categories of behavior and attitudes
in other people.
(Wrenn, 1958, p. 104)

Multiple counseling
In an article
that multiple

ha s changed the self concept
on Multiple Counseling,

counseling

E . Wayne Wright (1963) feels

has caused significant

gains on accuracy

concept,

and that it is particularly

evident.

Wright has listed three unique characteristics

as expressed

of self

effective when a common problem

is

of multiple counseling

by Clifford P. Froehlich:

(a) All members of the group have a common problem, (b) all
members identify with this common element which has real
meaning for them, and (c) if multiple counseling is effective,
the participants are stimulated by group standards to accomplish
the goals of counseling, i.e. eval uation of self and opportunities,
making wise choices, accepting responsibility,
and initiating
courses of action. (Wright, 1959, p. 551)

Group coun1?_elingeffective
problems of adolescents

method in dealing with

In a study of the effect of group counseling
concept of themselves
results

indicate

in school as reported

that group counseling

with many of the problems

on Jr.

by Stanley Caplan (1957) the

is a promising

of adolescents

high school boys'

and warrants

method for dealing
serious

consideration
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and further

investigation.

of "s lf" psychology

within the framework
Carl Rogers.

This study attempted

Group counseling

in self concepts of the counselees
in school achievement

been referred

by teachers

similar

to design carried

was assumed to effect measurable

High School in San Francisco,

as unruly,

anti-social,

unteachable

The Q technique was used to measure

who had
or incorrig-

and control

I. Q.,

The groups were mat ched for economic status,

school record.

changes

The sa mple included boys from 12 to

ible . Two groups of such boys were picked as experimental
groups.

out by

and further was assumed to effect changes

and be havior.

15 years of age from a large Jr.

to study group counseling

age, and

the self and ideal

self concepts in school of the boys at the beginning and the end of the
semester

experimental

from auto-biographi

period.

Fifty self referent

es and were typed on cards.

phrases

These cards were presented

to the boys and they were asked to sort them in piles,
he perceived
in school.

himself to be in school,
The experimental

with six boys in each group.
counseling
Teachers

services

and second,

first according

to how

how he would like to be

groups met ten times for 50 minute periods
The control group received

that they would normally

receive

only the regular

during the semester.

were not aware of the experi ment.
The results

indicated that a significant

place within (a) each experimental

subgroup,

change in self concept took

and (b) that no such signifi-

cant change took place within any control subgroup.
in the eKperimental
relations

were selected

group showed an increase

A total of 15 boys

in self and ideal self cor-

as opposed to two boys who showed a decrease

in such congruence.
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A T test was used and the difference

cent level of significance.

was found to be beyond the one per

It was evident that significant

mean number of poor citizenship

marks was present

decreases

in

in each of the experi-

mental subgroups . A total of 13 boys in the experimental

group had improved

as opposed to four who did not improve.

records.

changes in academic

records

grades.

feels that group counseling

is a promising

In summarizing

In an evaluation

method of dealing with many

and occupational

Katz (published by the Cooperative
Service,

Princeton,

collected

by personal

New Jersey)
interviews

was used.

their self appraisals

Testing

The data for this study was

with 108 eighth grade pupils before and

gram using the above guidance unit.
whether the program

by Gribbons,

written by Martin

Test Division of Educational

during which they participated

showed it was successful

counseling

of an eighth grade group guidance program

(1960) the guidance unit, "Yours; today and tomorrow"

to determine

the findings Caplan

of adolescents.

Group guidance useful in educational

after the interval

Certain

also occured although the findings were not as

clear cut as the citizenship

of the problems

None had poorer

in a group guidance pro-

The purpose

of Gribbon's

had been successful

or not.

in aiding pupils to make accurate

with information

about the educational

worlds in order to make wise choices and decisions.

study was
The results

appraisals

of

and occupational
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Group counseling

more effe ctive than detention

A study of 36 students classified

as major behavior problems

teachers

and administrators

was made by Arbuckle and Boy (1961).

students

were all doing after school detention as a form of punishment.

They were divided into three groups matched as to age, grade,
ment test scores,
rejection.

teacher's

ratings,

peer group acceptance

The three groups were:

ceived 12 weeks of client centered
group which received
Laissez-faire

counseling,

The results

the end of counseling
no difference.

I. Q. , achieve-

group which re-

in detention,

no counseling

control
and (c) the

and were released

showed that the experimental

had a higher correlation

These

and peer group

(b) the traditional

no counseling and remained

control group who received

from detention.
counseling

(a) the experimental

by both

group who received

between self ideal and actual self at

than at pre-counseling.

The other groups showed

Group A also achieved a statistically

significant

T score

at the 1 per cent level of confidence when the pre and post counseling
means were compared.

Other groups showed no significant

A also showed a marked improvement
of the status of their educational

changes.

over the pre-counseling

and, or, vocational

Group

investigation

objectives.

Summary of the review of literature
One of the problems
question;

revealed

in this review is the controversial

do we promote or retain students who have been unsuccessful

academically?

From the review of literature

seem that social promotion

is preferrable

presented

to retention

in this study it would
in the public school.
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There may be times how v r, when non-promotion
considering

individual

ca ses carefully.

continue to ma ke poor progr

may be the best when

Non-promoted

chil dr en tend to

ss and they often do less well than slow

learn e rs who were promot ,d.
The mo st significant
or any failure,
perceives
perception

finding in this study indicates

that non-promotion,

has an effect on the self concept of the child.

of himself as a failure his performance

If the child

then is influenced by his

of hi s self s tru cture.
The stud y of the self concept may well be one of the important

in und er t.anding how learning

tak es place,

es pecially in understanding

underachi ever and th failing student.

There

self concept is rel ated to low academic

achie ve ment.

would suggest that failur
an inadequate

definitely

j

the

s evidence that an inadequate
There is no evidence that

causes an inadequate

con ept would cause failure.

studies

self concept or that

But the implication

seems to be that

they are so closely rela ed that in impro ving the self concept and giv ing the
child a new and better per ce ption of himself we would do much toward i mpro ving
his academic

achie vement.

Group couns lin g has been found to be a promising
of changing and improving

the self concept . The group situation

individual the opportu nity to red efine certain perceptions
thus acting as a potent th er apeutic tool.
indi vi dual to realize
ing his va lu es.

and effective

It can provide

a certain

pro v ides the

of self in relation

The group provides

the wort h of human relations

method

the oppor tunity for the

while assisting

element of security,

to others,

him in apprais-

especially

to one
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who might otherwi se exp rience anxiety in a one-to-one

relationship.

an indiv idual feels safer within the group and thus less threatened

Suc h

by the

presen ce of the counselor.
To be accepte d and understood

by someone is a satisfying

ex perience ,

and in a group to be ac ce pted and understoo d by a number of individuals
indeed a rewarding

exp rience . Attitudes

peer group within the structure
counselor

is

are more susceptibl e to change by the

of a group situation,

than by an indi vi dual

who is not one of the peer group.
From the stu dy of the literature

a more accurate

and promising

techn ique is pr esente d to mea ure the self concept . This could be an aid to
couns e lors in the school in helping to identify th e underachiever
possible

failing stud nt in time to change his behavior

a part of the self struc ture that failure

and the

befo re it is so firmly

is inevitable . With this knowle dge

counselors

could then not only be able to cou nsel with students,

the parents

an d teach ers who are so involved with their own probl ems that they

are unawar e of th e feelings

of the stu den t.

but al so with

Until we perce iv e the situa tion

from the viewpo int of the stu dent we can never understand

his problems

and

without und ers tanding it is unli kely that we can be very effecti ve as a te ac her ,
a counselor,

or as a parent.

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH PROCEDURE
Hypotheses
After the review of literature
and objectives
1.

of Chapter I, the following hypotheses
Students who are experiencing,
difficulties

successful
2.

and in reviewing

the general problems

are presented

or have experienced,

for study:
learning

have a lower self concept than those who are
in school.

Non-promoted

students have a lower self concept than those

who are socially promoted.
3.

There is a relationship

between the grade point average and

the self concept.

A child will tend to perform

role he perceives

for himself.

If he perceives

poor student this is the way he will perform
ceives of himself as a success.

Group counseling
concept.
opportunity

The group situation provides

lations to others.
atmosphere

himself as a
until he per-

the self concept.

is an effective method of improving

to re-define

the

It should then be possible

to raise the grade point average by raising
4.

or assume

the self

the individual the

certain perceptions

of self in re-

By meeting in the safe, non-threatening

of students with similar

problems,

the student is
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able to see for himself that his problems

are not different

and that there is a solution for failure.

Description

of the sample

One hundred fifteen boys from a Junior High School of 1200 students
Idaho Falls,
comprises

Idaho, a city of 38, 000 people,
the seventh,

Energy project

eighth,

were used in this study.

and ninth grades.

engaged in highly sci-

thus giving a good sampling of students

very well educated and are generally
also mad e up of a large rural

The school

This city has a U. S. Atomic

near by which employs over 4, 000 families

entific experiments,

in

whose parents

of a higher degree of ability.

are

The school is

section of the county who are bussed to this school.

The 115 boys were broken dmvn into the folloViring sub-groups:
(a) Tw nty- ·three boys who have been retained
school years

sometime

during th eir

and have an I. Q. score of 80 or above on their cumulati ve record folder.

(b) Thirty - four boys who have been socially promoted
their school years,

someiime

and have an I. Q, of 80 or above on their cumulative

during
record

(c) A norm group of fifty-eight boys who have never been retained
promoted

during their school year s.

used to obtain the norm group.
before,

or socially

eighth grade English classes

Any who had ever been socially promoted

vari.abl s

The foll owing variables

were used in this study:

of ach student as recorded

in his cumulative

were

or retained

or whose I. Q. was b low 80 were excluded from this group.

Measurement

averages

Six average

folder.

(a) Grade point

folder at the beginning
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of the school year and again at the end of the year.
obtained from the record

recorde d in his folder,

(b) The I. Q. was
in most cases this was

the Otis or the Lorge Thorndike Mental Abilities

test, which are given in

the seventh grade at the beginning of the school year.

(c) A self concept

rating scale based on a rating scale developed by Mar vin G, Fifield (1963)
in his dissertation,

was used.

The general theory upon which this instru-

ment was based was Osgood's semantic
adjectives

in semantic

with a semantic

space.

differential

The test consists

opposite separated

was printed with instructions

procedure

of bi-polar

of sixty adjectives

by seven point rating scale.

paired

The test

so that the student would mark his position

on the scale as he feels and thinks about himself which is his self concept.
Fifield (1963) spent a great deal of his research
literature

and in developing a new instrument

concept.

The universal

Murray's

manifest needs.

each of these needs.

coefficience

Steps in securing

the self

was defined as

were selected

descripti ve of

The reading vocabu lary was set at the fifth

grade level and was determined
liability

for measuring

concepts for the instrument
Five adjectives

in reviewing the

using Thorndike's

World Book.

The re-

for the final test was . 83.

data

A study of all the permanent

records

of the boys in the school

~as made in order to divide the boys into the three groups as described
in the sampling procedure.
been retained

sometime

Twenty-three

boys were found who had

dur ing their school career.

Thirty-four

were
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found who had been socially promoted
The total of both groups,
are experiencing,
recorded

sometime

57 boys, represent

learning

difficulties.

during their school career.

students

who have had , or

Their grade point averages

were

for the beginning of the school year and at the end of the year their

grade averages

were figured again and recorded.

The norm group was selected
classes.

from six average eighth grade English

Students who had heen retained

time during their school years,
from this group,
averages

or socially promoted

at any

or whose I. Q. was below 80 were excluded

leaving 58 boys in the norm group.

Their grade point

were figured at the beginning of the year and then again at the

end of the year.
Fifield's

self concept rating scale (Appendix A) was given to

all of the above 115 boys at the second week of school and were
recorded.

At the end of the third nine week grading period,

the

same rating scale was given to the groups again and the score recorded.
There were 23 boys who ha d been retained
been socially promoted,

and 34 boys who ha d

giving a total of 57 boys who had experienced

learning problems

in school.

To test the hypothesis

ing is an effective

method of impro ·ring the self concept,

57 boys were given the treatment
received
study.

no group counseling

of group counseling

or treatment

that group counsel- ·
half of the

and half of them

during the period of this

By using every other student 30 boys were placed in the

experimental

group who were to receive

in the control group.

some

group counseling,

lea vi ng 27
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In the counseling

groups the following structure

of the five groups of six boys in each.

was given to all

They were to meet once a week

during their home room study period for a period of 45 minutes,
period of eight weeks.
research

project

failures

The students

were told that they were part of a

to see if the school could find a better way of handling

and to help the students

required

for a

solve their problems.

This was not

and that if they did not care to at~end they did not have to, but

once they had started

the groups it was better

but one of the students

attended every time.

All students

were aware that everyone

if they would continue.
One boy missed

All

two times.

in the group had experienced

some

learning problem.
The first group session

time was spent in explaining the importance

of the self concept and the general theory upon which this study was
based,

i. e., that by improving

to improve

academic

were free to discuss
discuss

achievement.

about themselves

were a!>sured that these sessions

group,

the students

and their acheivement.

were in strict

confidence,

in the group would not be discussed

and the counselor

formation

At all other sessions

anyting they wanted but they were encouraged

their feelings

anything discussed

the self concept it would be possible

to teachers,

especially

would not release

the administration,

parents,

to

They

and that

outside of the
any of this in-

or anyone else.

CHAPTER IV

F INDINGS
Description

of findings pertinent

The first hypothesis
who are experiencing,

to hypoth esis one

that was suggested in this study, was that students

or have experienced,

self concept than those who are successful

learning
in school.

difficulties

The successful

would refer to thos e students who have never been retained
at any time during their school years.
been promoted

for social reasons,

The unsuccessful

have been retained
work.

or socially promoted

some time

in scores obtained on the self concept rating scale.

Table 1. A comparison of the self concept between the successful
successful students
Fifty eight (58) successful

or have

of the norm group who have been successful

who have either been retained

during their school years,

students

or socially promoted

but have failed to do satisfactory

Table 1 shows the comparison
in school and students

have a lower

students

Fifty seven (57) unsuccessful

students

Difference

and the non-

297.5
276.4
21..1

Hypothesis

numb er two

To test hypothesi .s number two ; that non -promote d students
lower self concept

than those who are socially

have a

promo te d, the non -pr omoted
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and the socially promoted

students were compared

as to self concept scores

as

shown in Table 2.

Table 2. A comparison
retained

of 34 socially promoted

students

and 23 who have been

Socially promoted

273

Retained

279.9

Difference

6.9

The results
retained

students

6. 9 points.

of this part of the study indicates

had a higher self concept than the socially promoted

The T test showed this to be significant

second hypothesis

Hypothesis

as presented

group by

at the 1 per cent level.

The

was not substantiated.

number three

The third hypothesis

presented

was that there is a relationship

the grade point average and the self concept.

successful

and 57 students

who were described

between

Table 3 shows the correlation

tween the grade point average and the self concept,

Table 3.

in Table 2, that the

for 58 students

who have been

as being unsuccessful.

Comparison of correlations
between self concept and grade point
average of 58 successful students and 57 unsuccessful students

Successful
Unsuccessful

students
stud ents

be-

GPA

Self concept

2.46

297.5

.22

1. 22

276.4

.16

Correlation
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The product moment correlation

for the successful

students

between

grade point aver age and the self concept was . 22.

For the unsuccessful

student it was . 16.

These correlation

are both significant

the per cent level.

There is a low but positive

point average

Hypothesis

coefficients

relationship

between grade

and the self concept.

number four

It was further

method of raising

hypothesized

that group counseling

the self concept.

Table 4 indicates

in the exper i mental group and r ec eived eight sessions
raised

at

is an effective

that students

who were

of group counseling,

both the self concept and the ir gr ade point average.
Thirty students

who received

counseling

increased

their grade point

from 1. 21 at the beginning of the year to 1. 33 at the end of the year , an
increase

of . 13 grade points.

Twenty seven students

ing had a beginning grade point average
increase

who received

no counsel-

of 1. 23 and a final average of 1. 27, an

of . 04 points.
On the self concept scores

the experimental

concept from 273. 3 to 287. 9 , an increase

who increased

at the beginning (14. 6 of the group who received
of the group who received

test showed this to be significant

to

their s elf

of . 1 of a point.

The T test was given between the difference

cept difference

their self

of 14. 6 points , as compared

the control group who rece ived no counseling,
concept from 279. 7 to 279. 8, in increase

group raised

of the self conc ept scores

counseling

and the self con-

no group counseling

at the 1 per cent level.

(. 1). The T

Note also in
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Table 5 .that the correlations
scores,

showed an increase

Table 4.

between the grade point average
of the final scores

and the self concept

over the beginning scores.

A comparison of grade point averages and self concept of 30 students
who received group counseling and 27 who did not

Diff.

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

Diff.

1. 30

. 12

268.7

281. 6

12.9

1.14

1. 26

.14

277.9

294.2

16.3

1. 21

1. 33

. 13

273.3

287.9

14.6

11 retained

1. 21

1. 33

. 02

291. 2

285

6.2

16 social
promotion

1. 15

1. 22

. 07

268.2

274.6

6.4

Average for the
27 not in group

1. 23

1. 27

. 04

279.7

279.8

Begin.
GPA

Final
GPA

12 retained

1. 28

19 social
promoted
Average for the
30 in group

Group
Counseled

Non-counseled

Table 5.

.1

Correlation between grade point average and self concept showing the
beginning correlations
as compared to the final
Beginning
correlation

Successful
Unsuccessful

students
students

Final
correlation

.22

• 23

.16

. 24
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From the above tables it has been shown that group counseling
in this study has succeeded
the self concept.

in raising

both the grade point average

There is a low correlation

but it is positive.

and

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
From observations
failure and retention,
to failure.

related

to the material

presented

is damaging to the self concept and is not the solution

The real cause of failure has been overlooked

maintain academic

standards,

In some cases teachers

in this study,

in our desires

or to keep a student with her social group.

may merely be using retention

as a way of "getting

even" with students that they have been unable to motivate into succeeding
academically.

This was the feeling expressed

group counseling sessions

by many of the boys in the

when they were free to express

their feelings.

They seemed to feel that the reason they were not successful

in school

was that no one cared what happened to them, and they felt they were not
as good as others whom the teachers
feelings indicated,

seemed to like better.

"What's the use, I can't do it anyway."

type of student failure or retention
feelings of inadequacy.

Their
With this

would do nothing but reinforce

or retain may be a form of punishment

according

thus creating

as students usually perform

to the role they perceive

be improveq it will be necessary

To fail

which in most cases would rein-

force their already existing feelings about themselves
achievement,

their

Social promotion as is shown in this study is

a much better method of solving the failure problem in school.

unsuccessful

to

for themselves.

more

the following year

If performance

to treat the cause of the failure,

is to
which
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in this case is a faulty concept ra ther than the symptom,

which in this

case is failure.
This study indicated that there is a low but positive
between the grade point average

and the self concept.

relationship

A self concept

rating scale as used in this study could be a valuable tool for the counselor
in recognizing

the real problem

instead of merely

treating

the symptom

which is failing grades.
This study indicates
counseling.

that self concept can be changed by group

The influence of the peer group at this age (12 to 15)

covered by this study, is a strong influence on the lives of young people.
In the proper
effectively

setting with the right structure

in helping the student to see himself as others see him, and

in the safe non - threatening

atmosphere

the student is able to re-define
to others.

this influence can be used

of students

certain perceptions

with a similar

of the self in relation

This knowledge of the self would then make it possible

student to better understand
ing it possible

himself and his academic

for him to make the necessary

motivated by the group to want to succeed.
with similar

problems

or punished by teache rs,
tool and the motivating

counselors,

for the
thus mak-

after he is

To be understood

and parents,

by a group

than being criticized
would be the therapeutic

for the student to want to change the self concept,

and as the self concept is improv 'ed academic
An interesting

problem,

adjustments

and accepted by them rather

problem,

and .surprising

the self concept of socially promoted

achievement

observation
students

will improve.

of this study was that

as hypothesized

in the
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study,

was not higher than those who had been retained.

that the retained

students

It was found

had a higher self concept than those who

had been socially promoted.
be one of the weaknesses

A partial

explanation

of this,

and this could

of the self concept rating scale used in this study,

could be that the failing student was more prone to use defense mechanisms.
In rating himself

on the scale he had a tendency to rate himself as to how

he would like to be (the ideal self) rather

than how he actually

The failing student did not seem to respond as realistically
as the successful
ing matter

In some instances

students.

They took a negativistic

the experience

Group counseling

was a laughseriously

at

others in the group as to their importance.

attitude trying to convince others that they didn't

care and that this experience

defenses

or as honestly

to some of them and they did not take the experience

all and were trying to "impress"

saw himself.

was not important.

however seemed to break down some of their

and before many sessions

it became evident that they really

did care but it was difficult to convince them that anyone else cared about
their progress.
promoted
interested
progress

For this reason

alone then it would seem that the socially

student actually felt that others did care about him and were
in his progress

and so in the overall picture

during the year in both grade point average

than did the retained

students.

they made more

and self concept scales,

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine
(a) affected by failure,
(c) if counseling
students

if the self concept is

(b) if it is related to academic

may change it.

who are experiencing,

The hypotheses

achievement,

presented

or have experienced,

learning

have a lower self concept than those who are successful
non-promoted
promoted,

students

improving

and (d) that group counseling

experienced
or retained

(b) that

is an effective

method of

learning

problems

High School in Idaho

Fifty eight boys who had never

in school and had never been socially promoted

at any time were used as the norm group of successful

Fifty seven boys who had either been retained

averages

in school,

the seif concept.

Idaho, were used in this study.

classified

difficulties

between the grade point average

A group of 115 boys from the Clair E. Gale Jr.
Falls,

(a) that

have a lower self concept than those who are socially

(c) that there is a relationship

and the self concept,

were:

and

as unsuccessful

students.

A comparison

of the two groups were compared

year and at the end of the school year.

or socially promoted

students.
were

of the grade point

from the beginning of the school

A self concept rating scale was

given the two groups at the beginning of the school year and at the end
of the third nine week grading period.
indicated
retained

A comparison

that the group who are successful
or socially promoted

of the rating scales

in school and never have been

scored 21. 1 points higher at the beginning
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of the year and 16. 5 points higher at the end of the final period,
concept rating scale than the non-successful
To find out if non-promoted
those who were socially promoted

on the self

group.

students have a lower self concept than
the group of 5 7 unsuccessful

students

were formed into two sub-groups ; (a) those who had been retained
time during their school years,
The results

at some

and (b) those who had been socially promoted.

of the study did not substantiate

this hypothesis.

In comparing

the self conc ept the beginning score was higher for the retained

group by

6. 9 points than those who had been socially promoted o For the final score
at the end of the study period the socially promoted
points higher.
increase

However,

the socially promoted

students

scored 1. 1

students showed a greater

of their self concept rating during the year than those who were

retained,

increasing

for the retained

the self concepts

11. 4, as compared

to only 3. 7 points

group.

To see if there was a relationship
and the self concept,

correlations

between grade point averages

were made (a) between the grade point

average at the beginning and the self concept score of the 58 students
who had been successful
significant.

in school.

(b) Another correlation

with the same successful
Correlations

This correlation

was . 22 which was

was figured at the end of the year

group and a correlation

of . 23 was found.

were also figured on the unsuccessful

stu.dents between grade point average and self concept.
correlation

of this group was . 16 and the final correlation

group of 57

The beginning
was found
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to be . 24.

The study indicated a low positive relationship

between the self

concept and the grade point average.
The most important
is an effective

part of the study indicated

method of improving

the self concept.

sub group of 57 students who were classed
or socially promoted
into two groups;
counseling

To prove this the

as having either been retained

because of low academic

(a) an experimental

that group counseling

achievement,

were divided

group of 30 who were to receive

in groups of six students for a period of eight weeks,

control group of unsuccessful

students who received

group counseling

increased

points,

group who had

their grade point from 1. 21 at the beginning

of the year to L 33 at the end of the year,
The 27 students

and (b) a

no group counseling.

At the end of the period of the study the experimental
received

group

an increase

in the control group only increased

of . 13 grade points.

their grade point . 04

during the year.
On self concept scores

the experimental

concept from 273. 3 to 287. 9, an increase
to the control group who increased

group raised

of 14. 6 points,

their self

as compared

their self concept only . 1 of a point,

from 279. 7 to 279. 8.
From the results

of the above study it has been shown that the self

concept is affected by failure
and that group counseling

and that it is related

to academic

is an effective tool that can be used in raising

the self concept which may have effected the scholastic
thus impro ve the students

achievement,

achievement

in school.

achievement,

and

APPENDIX

Self concept scale

Form-A

Age

Name

School

Grade

Directions:
On the scales

below, place a cross mark (X) at the position that you

think you stand on each scale.

The cross mark represents

how you think of

yourself . It is your self picture . It is how you feel and think about yourself.
In other words,

it is your self-concept.

Your choice should be a description
feelings;

therefore,

of your own personal

indicate your first impressions

likes and

or feelings about each

word.
Examples:
I think of myself as being quite happy; therefore,

in the first example

l have marked the blank under Quite on the happy side of the scale.
In the next example I think of myself as being very much loved; therefore I have marked the blank under Very on the loved side of the scale.
In the third example I think of myself as being quite tall so I checked
the blank marked Quite on the tall side of the scale.
In the last example I think of myself as being slightly timid; therefore,
I marked the blank marked Slightly on the timid side of the scale.
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yery
happy
hated

guite

§_lightly

....lL

--

Neutral

§_lightly guite

unhappy

x

--

--

x

s:hort

x

timid

yery

loved
tall
bold

This is not a test; therefore , there are no right or wrong answers.
Make each item a separate

decision-Don't

check them all the same.

Be sure

you put your cross mark in the middle of the space and do not skip any.
You may turn the page and begin.
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yery

guite

filightly

Neutral

confident

--

unskillful

--

filightly

Quite

Y.ery
unconfident

--

skillful

popular

unpopular

free

responsible

sympathetic

_

changing

----

--

unsympathetic
stable
silly

funny

amusing

boring

--

independet

--

---

dependent

disloyal

--

---

loyal

sharing
selfish

stingy

--

--

thoughtful
discouraged __

generous
inconsiderate
encouraged

--

unimportant __

important

righteous

sinful

inferior

--

--

superior

comfortable __

--

----

miserable

adventurous __

--

--

timid

antisocial

--

--

social

active

--

unhealthy

passive
healthy
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yery

guite

~lightly ~eutral

~lightly

guite

yery

eager

indifferent

repulsive

charming

talented

awkward

unfamous

famous

affectionate

cold

false

genuine

right

wrong

worried

calm

unable

able

unhelpful

helpful

successful

unsuccessful

leader

follower

sloppy

neat

admirable

disliked

unnoticed

noticed

free

captive

critical

praising

friendly

hostile

lonely

companionable

happy

unhappy

hated

loved

hind red

helped
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Very

Quite

Slightly

Neutral

Slightly

Quite

Very

uncritical

critical

guilty

innocent

good

bad

cruel

kind

alike

different

mean

nice

agreeable

disagreeable

unpleasant

pleasant

secure

insecure

gloomy

cheerful

satisfied

dissat isfied

rude

nice

bold

timid

impolite

polite

reliable

unreliable

trivial

prominent

Table 6. Students who have never been retained
school.

or socially promoted in

8th. Grade students chosen from 6-8th Grade English classes
to be used as a Norm Group.

Number
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
_J.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13,
14.
l:::i,
16.
l'.l.
18,

rn.

2Q,
21,
22,
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Begin.
GPA

Final
GPA

Begin.
Self Concept

Begin.
Self Concept

2_66
1. 83
1. 00
3.33
1. 83
1. 33
1. 83
3.00
1. 50
2.83
2.50
2.16
2.50

3.16
2.00
1. 16
3.33
2.16
1. 83
2.00
3.33
1. 66
2.66
2.66
3.00
1. 50
3.33
1. 50
3.00
2.16
2.66
3.00
1. 33
3.83
2.83
2 . 16
3.16
2.66
1. 50
3.16
1. 50
2.16
4.00
1. 83
1. 83
3.16
4.00
1. 33
3.33
1. 83

300
291
252
349
325
318
308
306
335
303
364
264
304
322
323
308
369
277
259
205
352
286
229
310
335
328
277
332
294
331
309
297
303
295
256
360
296

308
324
281
362
278
337
313
331
352
321
310
315
324
361
326
341
362
282
238
200
327
297
273
318
303
291
249
317
303
269
272
336
323
287
228
364
295

3.3 3

2.00
1. 83
3,00
2.66
3,16
. 66
4.00
3.50
2 66
3.00
2.50
1. 83
3.50
1. 50
1. 66
3.50
1. 83
2.16
3.50
3.83
1. 83
3.16
2.50
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Table 6. Continued

Number

Begin.
GPA

Final
GPA

Begin
Self Concept

Begin.
Self Concept

1. 83
3.16
4.00
1. 66
3.50
2.16
1. 83
1. 66
1. 50
2.00
3.66
3.66

1. 50
1. 66

3.00
1. 66
3.66
2.16
1. 83
1. 50
1. 66
1. 50
3.66
3.00
2.50
3.16
L 83
l. 66
3.50
2.00
2.00
l. 16
3.16

277
270
265
308
317
308
336
290
283
255
338
257
317
279
282
257
336
262
340
287
220

337
273
296
306
322
322
305
254
298
272
326
231
313
288
305
267
319
289
316
257
302

2.40

297.5

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

3.33
1. 83
2.00
3.66
2.50
1. 83
l. 33
2.66

Average

2.46

1. 66

--

--

300.3

Table 7.

Comparison of norm group who have been successful in school and students
retained or socially promoted some time during their school years
Beginning
GPA

Final
GPA

Norm group who have been
successful in school
(58 students)

2.46

2.40

Decrease
.06 GP

Group who have either
been retained or S P
(57 students)

1. 22

1. 30

Increase
.08 GP

Difference
successful
successful

1. 24

1.10

between the
and the unstudent

Difference

of

of

who have either been

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

297.5

300.3

Increase of
2. 8 points

276.4

283.8

Increase of
7. 4 points

21.1

16.5

Difference

01

i:.o

Table 8.

Comparison of GPA and self concept scores of 34 students who have been socially promoted
students who have been retained, some time during their school years
Beginning
GPA

Fina l
GPA

Differenc e

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

and 23

Difference

34 who were socially
promoted

1.15

1. 24

Increase
of .1 GP

273

284.4

Increase of
11. 4 points

23 who were retain ed

1. 29

1. 36

Increase
of. 05 GP

279.9

283.3

Increase of
3. 7 points

Total of 57 students who
have either been retained
or SP

1. 22

1. 30

Increas e
of .08 GP

276.4

283.8

Increase of
7. 4 points

0)

0

Table 9.

Comparison of GPA and self concept scores of students who have been in groups counseling
of students who have received no group counseling
Beginning
GPA

Group
Received

Final
GPA

Increase
decrease

or
self concept

self concept

and of a group

Increase
decrease

or

group counseling

12 who were retained

1. 28

1.40

Increase
.12 GP

of

268. 7

281. 6

Increase of
12. 9 points

18 who were soc ial
promotions

1.14

1. 26

Increase
.14 GP

of

277. 9

294.2

Increase of
16. 3 points

Total of 30 students who
received group counseling

1. 21

1. 33

Increase
.13 GP

of

273.3

287.9

Increase of
14. 6 points

11 who were retained

1. 31

1. 33

Increase
. 02 GP

of

29 1. 2

285

Dec rease of
6. 2 points

16 who were social promotions

1.15

1. 22

Increase
.07 GP

of

268.2

274.6

Increase of
6. 4 points

Total of 27 students
no group counseling

1. 23

1. 27

Increase
.04 GP

of

279.7

279.8

Increase of
• 2 points

No group counseling

who received

0)

.....

Table 10.

Students who have done failing work and have been retained
Beginning
GPA

Group
Received

Final
GPA

some time during their school year
Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

grou2 counseling

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Average for group

1.16
1. 66
2.93
1. 33
1. 00
.50
1. 00
1. 50
1. 83
• 80
1. 00
. 66

1. 66
1. 16
3.00
1. 50
1. 00
1.16
1. 33
.83
1. 83
1.16
1. 33
.83

1. 28

1.40

Increase
.12 GP

of

268
285
245
299
228
226
280
255
305
277
297
260

302
285
265
296
257
234
269
262
336
282
310
281

268.7

281. 6

Increase of
12. 9 points

~
N)

Table 10.

Continued
Beginning
GPA

Group
Did not receive

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

group counseling

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Average

Final
GPA

for group

Average for both groups
who have been retained

1. 66
1.16
1. 66
1. 83
2.16
. 83
1. 50
.83
.66
. 83
1. 33

1. 33
2.00
1. 33
1. 16
1. 66
. 83
1. 66
1. 50
.66
1. 00
1. 50

1. 31

1. 33

Increase
.02 GP

1. 29

1. 36

Increase
.05 GP

279
287
325
323
317
226
333
278
277
266
293

296
268
299
285
303
231
319
281
270
270
313

of

291. 2

285

Decrease
of 6. 2
points

of

279.9

283.3

Increase of
3. 7 points

~
~

Table 11.

Students

who have been socially
Beginning
GPA

Group
Received

Average

promoted
Final
GPA

some time during their school years

Difference

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

295
222
262
252
300
246
273
347
270
283
262
301
268
265
262
244
342
291

288
278
295
266
313
260
322
374
272
294
264
338
240
266
293
298
341
294

277.9

294.2

Difference

grou2 counseling
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1. 33
1. 00
.66
. 83
1. 50
1. 33
1.13
1.40
1. 00
1. 66
1. 00
1. 00
1. 00
1.16
.66
1. 33
1.50
1. 00

.50
. 66
.66
.66
1. 83
1. 50
1. 33
2.00
1. 33
1.50
1.16
1. 66
1. 33
1. 66
1. 00
1. 33
1. 50
1.16

for group

1.14

1. 26

Increase
.14 GP

of

Increase of
16. 3 points

0)
~

Tab le 11.

Continued
Beginning
GPA

Group
Did not receive

Average

Final
GPA

Difference

Beginning
self concept

Final
self concept

293
28 7
208
300
227
24 8
223
325
265
271
265
261
293
282
222
321

303
266
221
252
229
316
267
326
260
274
275
267
302
250
275
310

Difference

group counseling

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1. 00
.50
1. 66
.66
1. 00
2.00
1. 66
1. 00
1. 50
1. 66
1. 00
1. 00
1. 00
.66
.50
1. 66

1.16
. 50
2.00
.50
. 66
2.00
1. 66
1. 00
. 83
1. 66
1. 50
1. 33
1. 00
1. 66
.50
1. 50

for group

1.15

1. 22

Increase
.07 GP

of

268.2

274.6

Increase of
6.4 points

1. 15

1. 24

Increase
.1 GP

of

273

284.4

Increase of
11. 4 points

Average for both groups
who have been socially promoted

~

c.n
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